elty-induced c-Fos expression in these regions. Taken together, these findings indicate a selective sensitivity Genetically engineered neural transmission of hippocampal circuitry to alcohol intoxication, con-JH Son, TH Joh firming previous behavioral studies showing selective sensitivity of hippocampal-dependent forms of learnNeural transmission is a communication between neuing to alcohol. rons and target cells, resulting in behavioral and physiological changes. Defective DRD1) . Recent studies by the authors have sugspecific neuronal population in both embryos and gested an important interaction between the dopamine adult animals. In conjunction with pharmacological D 1 and D 2 receptors in cocaine abuse. To test the manipulation, these sophisticated genetic manipuhypothesis that the DRD1 gene might play a role in lations of neural transmission will provide new tools addictive behaviors, a genetic marker of the DRD1 gene to control neural transmission in both normal and was examined in three independent groups of subjects with varying types of compulsive, addictive pathophysiological conditions. behaviors-Tourette syndrome probands, smokers, and to disrupted neuronal circuitry and consequently to the symptoms of schizophrenia. From those observations, pathological gamblers. In all three groups there was a significant increase in the frequency of homozygosity it has been suggested that perhaps a neurodevelopmental dysfunction is involved in the etiology of schizofor the DRD1 Dde I 1 or 2 alleles in subjects with addictive behaviors. There was also a significant addiphrenia. In this study, the authors investigated the neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) gene; a molecule tive interaction between markers of the DRD1 and DRD2 gene in two of the three patient groups. These that is important for neurodevelopment and plasticity mechanisms, and that has been implicated in adult studies are consistent with a role of both the DRD1 and DRD2 genes, independently and additively, in cognitive functions. In this comprehensive genetic study, the authors conducted a genetic analysis of the addictive behaviors.
NCAM locus and an association study employing the Haplotype Relative Risk (HRR) design in nuclear familAbnormal expression of serotonin transporter mRNA ies. The results imply that the NCAM gene alterations in the frontal and temporal cortex of schizophrenics are not likely to play a major role in the symptomology I Hernandez and BP Sokolov of schizophrenia.
This study demonstrates region-specific differences in SEMINARS IN MOLECULAR PSYCHIATRY AT expression of mRNA for serotonin transporter in brains THE CLINICAL NEUROENDOCRINOLOGY from schizophrenic patients compared to controls.
BRANCH, NIMH, NIH
Expression of SERT mRNA in the frontal cortex (left superior frontal gyrus (Brodmann's area 9)) of schizoNovel modalities for appraising individual and phrenic patients was significantly increased, whereas coordinate pulsatile hormone secretion: the expression in the temporal cortex (left middle temporal paradigm of luteinizing and testosterone release in gyrus (Brodmann's area 21)) and left superior temporal the aging male gyrus (Brodmann's area 22) was significantly JD Veldhuis decreased. The changes in serotonin transporter mRNA
To measure the changes in aging-and disease-associawere more prominent in individuals with schizoted alterations in the integrative and interactive phrenia who had received neuroleptic drugs within 1 components of a pulsatile neuroendocrine axis, new week prior to death than in schizophrenic patients who biomathematical strategies are needed. The old were neuroleptic-free for more than 2 weeks prior to methods of investigations of subtle pathophysiological death suggesting that the changes may be related to variations in overall neuroendocrine-axis dynamics, eg neuroleptic treatment. There was no correlation of the GnRH-LH-testosterone axis in the aging male, between serotonin transporter mRNA levels and the have had multiple sources of experimental uncertainty sex or age of schizophrenic and control cases or the which have rendered the results from these studies postmortem delay intervals. These results support the challenging, infrequent, and relatively uninformative. hypothesis that region-specific changes in serotonin In this article, the author reviews principally new anatransporter expression occur in brains of some patients lytical neuroendocrine techniques that have emerged with schizophrenia. Future studies are necessary to over the last decade. These strategies include decondetermine whether the changes in serotonin transvolution analysis, approximate entropy, and crossporter expression are drug-related or if they are more approximate entropy. Each of the aforementioned techdirectly associated with the illness. niques unveils new mechanisms underlying dynamic neuroendocrine-axis activity and the author utilizes them to study the aging human GnRH-LH-testosterone NCAM and schizophrenia: genetic studies axis in the healthy male. This work offers new tools AM Vicente, F Macciardi, M Verga, A Bassett, WG for understanding the complex mechanisms of neuroHoner, G Bean, JL Kennedy endocrine function. Morphological alterations in the brains of people with schizophrenia have been observed in the past. Defects J Licinio, MD Editor in neuronal cell differentiation or migration may lead
